We consider a new problem of designing a network with small s-t effective resistance. In this problem, we are given an undirected graph G = (V, E), two designated vertices s, t ∈ V , and a budget k. The goal is to choose a subgraph of G with at most k edges to minimize the s-t effective resistance. This problem is an interpolation between the shortest path problem and the minimum cost flow problem and has applications in electrical network design.
Introduction
1 -energy of a flow is just the average path length and is minimized by a shortest s-t path), and so a graph with small E 1 (s, t) has a short path between s and t. Note also that the edge-connectivity between s and t is equal to the reciprocal of E ∞ (s, t) (because if there are k edge-disjoint s-t paths, we can set the flow value on each path to be 1/k), and so a graph with small E ∞ (s, t) has many edge-disjoint s-t paths. As 2 is between 1 and ∞ , the objective function Reff(s, t) = E 2 2 (s, t) takes both the s-t shortest path distance and the s-t edge-connectivity into consideration.
A simple property suggests that 2 -energy may be even more desirable than 1 and ∞ as a connectivity measure. Conceptually, adding an edge e to G would make s and t more connected. For 1 and ∞ , however, adding e would not yield a better energy if e does not improve the shortest path and the edge connectivity respectively. In contrast, the 2 -energy would typically improve after adding an edge, and so 2 -energy provides a smoother quantitative measure that better captures our intuition how well s and t are connected in a network.
Traditionally, the effective resistance has many useful probabilistic interpretations, such as the commute time [6] , the cover time [34] , and the probability of an edge in a random spanning tree [27] . These interpretations suggest that the effective resistance is a useful distance function and have applications in the study of social networks. Recently, effective resistance has found surprising applications in solving problems about graph connectivity, including constructing spectral sparsifiers [40] (by using the effective resistance of an edge as the sampling probability), computing maximum flow [9] , finding thin trees for ATSP [3] , and generating random spanning trees [33, 39] .
Thomson's principle also states that the electrical flow between s and t is the unique flow that minimizes the 2 -energy. So, designing a network with small s-t effective resistance has natural applications in designing electrical networks [13, 21, 24] . One natural formulation is to keep at most k wires in the input electrical network to minimize Reff(s, t), so that the electrical flow between s and t can still be sent with small energy while we switch off many wires in the electrical network.
Based on the above reasons, we believe that the effective resistance is a nice and natural alternative connectivity measure in network design. More generally, it is an interesting direction to develop techniques to solve network design problems with spectral requirements.
Main Results
Unlike the classical problems of shortest path and min-cost flow (corresponding to the 1 and ∞ versions of the problem), the s-t effective resistance network design problem is NP-hard.
Theorem 1.2. The s-t effective resistance network design problem is NP-hard.
On the other hand, we analyze a natural convex programming relaxation for the problem (Section 3.1), and use it to design a constant factor approximation algorithm for the problem. Theorem 1.3. There is a convex programming based 8-approximation randomized algorithm for the s-t effective resistance network design problem.
The algorithm crucially uses a nice characterization of the optimal solutions to the convex program (Lemma 3.2) to design a randomized path-rounding procedure (Section 3.2) for Theorem 1.3.
A simple example shows that the integrality gap of the convex program is at least two. When the budget k is much larger than the length of a shortest s-t path, we show how to achieve an approximation ratio close to two with a randomized "short" path rounding algorithm (Section 3.5). Theorem 1.4. There is a (2+O(ε))-approximation algorithm for the s-t effective resistance network design problem, when k ≥ 2d st /ε 10 where d st is the length of a shortest s-t path.
Other Results
We consider some variants of the s-t effective resistance network design problem, including the weighted version, the dual version, and the problem on special graphs.
There is a natural weighted generalization of the s-t effective resistance network design problem, where we associate a cost c e and resistance r e to each edge e of the input graph. Definition 1.5 (The weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem). The input is an undirected graph G = (V, E) where each edge e has a non-negative cost c e and a non-negative resistance r e , two specified vertices s, t ∈ V , and a cost budget k. The goal is to find a subgraph H of G that minimizes Reff H (s, t) subject to the constraint that the total edge cost of H is at most k.
In the following, we may refer to this problem as the weighted problem for simplicity.
In the weighted problem, the integrality gap of the convex program (Section 3.1) becomes unbounded, even when the cost on the edges are the same (c e = 1 for all e ∈ E). This suggests that the weighted version may be strictly harder. Indeed, we show stronger hardness result for the weighted problem assuming the small-set expansion conjecture [37, 38] . Theorem 1.6. Assuming the small-set expansion conjecture, it is NP-hard to approximate the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem within a factor of 2 − ε for any ε > 0, even when c e = 1 for every edge e.
On the other hand, when the cost on the edges are the same, the following approximation follows from the randomized path rounding algorithm in a black box manner. Corollary 1.7. There is a convex programming based O(R)-approximation randomized algorithm for the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem when c e = 1 for every edge e, where R = max e r e / min e r e is the ratio between the maximum and minimum resistance.
As our problem is related to electrical network design, it is natural to consider the special case when the input graph is a series-parallel graph. In this setting, we can use dynamic programming to design an exact algorithm for the original problem, and a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for the weighted problem. Theorem 1.8. There is an exact algorithm for the s-t effective resistance network design problem with running time O(|E| · k 2 ) when the input graph is a series-parallel graph.
There is a (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem when the input graph is a series-parallel graph. The running time of the algorithm is O(|E| 7 R 2 /ε 2 ) where R = max e r e / min e r e is the ratio between the maximum and minimum resistance. By a simple preprocessing scaling step, we can assume that R is bounded by a polynomial, and so the algorithm is a FPTAS for the weighted problem.
We note that the integrality gap examples in Section 3.1 are actually series-parallel graphs, and so the dynamic programming algorithms go beyond the limitation of the natural convex program. We leave it as an open problem whether the weighted problem admits a constant factor approximation algorithm (possibly by combining these techniques).
We also consider the "dual" problem where we set the effective resistance as a hard constraint, and the objective is to minimize the number of edges in the solution subgraph. We present similar results as the original problem in Section 3.6.
Related Work
In the survivable network design problem, we are given an undirected graph and a connectivity requirement r u,v for every pair of vertices u, v, and the goal is to find a minimum cost subgraph such that there are at least r u,v edge-disjoint paths for all u, v. This problem is extensively studied and captures many interesting special cases [22, 1, 23, 19] . The best approximation algorithm for this problem is due to Jain [25] , who introduced the technique of iterative rounding to design a 2-approximation algorithm. His result has been extended in various directions, including elementconnectivity [16, 8] , directed graphs [18, 19] , and with degree constraints [31, 14, 17, 32] .
Other combinatorial connectivity requirements were also considered. A natural variation is to require r u,v internally vertex disjoint paths for every pair of vertices u, v. This problem is much harder to approximate [29, 30] , but there are good approximation algorithms for global connectivity [15, 7] and when the maximum connectivity requirement is small [5, 10] . Another natural problem is to require a path of length l u,v between every pair of vertices u, v. This problem is also hard to approximate in general but there are better approximation algorithms when every edge has the same cost and the same length [12] .
Spectral connectivity requirements were also studied, including spectral gap [20, 28] (closely related to graph expansion), total effective resistances [21] , and mixing time [4] . Some of the earlier works only proposed convex programming relaxations and heuristic algorithms. Approximation guarantees are only obtained in two recent papers for the more general experimental design problem. When every edge has the same cost, there is a (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for minimizing the total effective resistance when the budget is at least Ω(|V |/ε) [35] , and there is a (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for maximizing the spectral gap when the budget is at least Ω(|V |/ε 2 ) [2] . For our problem, the interesting regime is when k is much smaller than |V |, where the techniques in [2, 35] do not apply. We have developed a set of new techniques for analyzing and rounding the solutions to the convex program that will hopefully find applications for solving related problems.
Techniques
Our main technical contribution is in designing rounding techniques for a convex programming relaxation of our problem. There is a natural convex programming relaxation, by using the conductance of the edges as variables, and writing the s-t effective resistance as the objective function and noting that it is convex with respect to the variables (Section 3.1).
We show that optimal solutions of this convex program enjoy some nice properties 1 . Given an optimal fractional solution x * and the unit s-t electrical flow f * supported in x * , we derive from the KKT optimality conditions that there is a flow-conductance ratio α > 0 such that f * e = αx * e for every fractional edge e with 0 < x * e < 1 and f * e ≥ α for every integral edge e with x * e = 1. The flow-conductance ratio α is crucial in the rounding algorithm and the analysis.
The rounding techniques in the two recent papers on experimental design [2, 35] considered each edge/vector as a unit. In [2] , a potential function as in spectral sparsification is used to guide a local search algorithm to swap two edges/vectors at a time to improve the current solution. In [35] , a probability distribution on the edges/vectors is carefully designed for an independent randomized rounding. These techniques are only known to work in the case when the solutions form a spanning set so that the "contribution" of each individual edge/vector is well-defined. This is basically the reason why the results in [2, 35] only apply when the budget k is at least Ω(n).
Our approach is based on a randomized rounding procedure on s-t paths. Given x * , we compute the unit s-t electrical flow f * supported in x * , and decompose f * as a convex combination of s-t paths. The rounding algorithm has T = 1/α iterations (recall that α is the flow-conductance ratio of the optimal solution x * ), where we pick a random path P i from the convex combination in each iteration, and return H := ∪ T i=1 P i as our solution. One difference from the previous techniques in the literature is that each unit in the rounding algorithm is a s-t path, so in particular s and t are always connected in our solution. Another difference is that our problem has some extra structure, so that we can compute the electrical flow f * to guide our rounding procedure, where the variables f * e are not in the convex program. These allow us to obtain a constant factor approximation algorithm for all budget k ≥ d st (note that when k < d st there is no feasible integral solution).
In the analysis, we prove in Lemma 3.6 that the expected number of edges in H is at most k, and in Lemma 3.7 that the expected effective resistance is Reff H (s, t) ≤ 2Reff x * (s, t). To bound the expected effective resistance, we use Thomson's principle and construct a unit s-t flow F to show that Reff H (s, t) ≤ E H (F ) ≤ 2Reff x * (s, t). To construct the unit s-t flow F , we keep the flow-conductance ratio and send α units of flow on each sampled path P i (i.e. f e = α and x e = 1). The flow-conductance ratio plays a crucial role in the proofs of both lemmas. This is because the rounding algorithm is based on the flow variables f * e , and thus the performance guarantees are in terms of f * e , but the ratio α allows us to relate them back to the variables x * e in the convex program. Combining the two lemmas give us a constant factor bicriteria approximation algorithm for the problem. This can be turned into a true approximation algorithm by scaling down the budget to k/2 and run the bicriteria approximation algorithm with some additional claims (Section 3.4).
The improvement on the approximation ratio when budget k is large comes from two observations. The first is that if k is much larger than the length of the shortest s-t path, then the number of independent iterations in the rounding scheme is large (Lemma 3.3). The second is that we can ignore some s-t paths in the flow decomposition with many fractional edges without affecting the performance much. Combining these, we can apply a Chernoff-Hoeffding bound to show that the number of edges is at most (1 + ε)k with high probability. Then it is not necessary to scale down the budget by a factor of 2 and we can prove a stronger bound that the effective resistance is at most 2 + O(ε) times the optimal value.
Organization
In Section 2, we define the notations used in this paper and cover background knowledge on effective resistances. We present the convex programming relaxation and our two rounding procedures in Section 3, and the dynamic programming algorithm in Section 4. The NP-hardness and small set expansion hardness results are provided in Section 5.
Preliminaries
We introduce the notations and definitions for graphs and matrices in Section 2.1, and then define electrical flow and effective resistance and state some basic results in Section 2.2.
Graphs and Matrices
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with edge weight w e ≥ 0 on each edge e ∈ E. The number of vertices and the number of edges are denoted by n := |V | and m := |E|. For a subset of edges F ⊆ E, the total weight of edges in F is w(F ) := e∈F w e . For a subset of vertices S ⊆ V , the set of edges with one endpoint in S and one endpoint in V − S is denoted by δ(S). For a vertex v, the set of edges incident on a vertex v is δ(v) := δ({v}), and the weighted degree of v is deg(v) := w(δ(v)). The volume of a set vol(S) := v∈S deg(v) is defined as the sum of the weighted degrees of vertices in S. The conductance of a set φ(S) := w(δ(S))/ vol(S) is defined as the ratio of the total weight on the boundary of S to the total weighted degrees in S. For two subsets S 1 , S 2 ⊆ V , the set of edges with one endpoint in S 1 and one endpoint in S 2 is denoted by E(S 1 , S 2 ).
In this paper, an undirected graph G = (V, E) with non-negative edge weights w ∈ R E is interpreted as an electrical network, where each edge e is a resistor with conductance w e (not to be confused with the conductance φ(S) of a set S as defined above), or equivalently with resistance r e := 1/w e . The adjacency matrix A ∈ R V ×V of the graph is defined as A u,v = w u,v for all u, v ∈ V . The Laplacian matrix L ∈ R V ×V of the graph is defined as L = D − A where D ∈ R V ×V is the diagonal degree matrix with D u,u = deg(u) for all u ∈ V . For each edge e = uv ∈ E, let b e := χ u − χ v where χ u ∈ R n is the vector with one in the u-th entry and zero otherwise. The Laplacian matrix can also be written as L = Let λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ . . . ≤ λ n be the eigenvalues of L with corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors
It is well-known that the Laplacian matrix is positive semidefinite and λ 1 = 0 with v 1 = 1/ √ n as the corresponding eigenvector, and λ 2 > 0 if and only if G is connected. The pseudo-inverse of the Laplacian matrix L of a connected graph is defined as
which maps every vector x orthogonal to v 1 to a vector y such that Ly = x.
Electrical Flow and Effective Resistance
Before defining s-t electrical flow, we first define the standard unit s-t flow. For each edge e = uv, we have two variables f (uv) and f (vu) with f (uv) = −f (vu), where f (uv) is positive if the flow is going from u to v and negative otherwise. A unit s-t flow f satisfies the following flow conservation constraints:
Given a unit s-t flow f , we overload the notation and define its undirected flow vector f : E → R ≥0 with f e := |f (uv)| for each edge e = uv. A unit s-t electrical flow is a unit s-t flow f that also satisfies the Ohm's law: There exists a potential vector ϕ ∈ R V such that for all u, v ∈ V ,
The effective resistance between s and t is defined as
which is the potential difference between s and t when one unit of electrical flow is sent from s to t. The s-t effective resistance can be interpreted as the resistance of the whole graph G as a big resistor when an electrical flow is sent from s to t.
One can write the effective resistance in terms of the Laplacian matrix. For u, v ∈ V , let b uv = χ u − χ v , where χ v ∈ R n is the unit vector with 1 in the v-th entry and 0 in other entries. Combining the flow conservation constraint and the Ohm's law, it can be checked that the potential vector ϕ ∈ R V of a unit s-t electrical flow is a solution to the linear system
Note that ϕ = L † b st is a solution, and if G is connected then any solution is given by p + c · 1 for c ∈ R. Therefore, we can write
The effective resistance can also be characterized by the energy of a flow. The energy of an s-t flow f is defined as
Thomson's principle [26] states that the unit s-t electrical flow is the unique unit s-t flow that minimizes the energy. This can be verified by writing down the optimality condition of the minimization problem. Moreover, this energy is exactly the s-t effective resistance. To see this, note that the flow value on edge uv in the unit s-t electrical flow satisfies
To summarize, we will use the following result from Thomson's principle.
Fact 2.1 (Thomson's principle [26] ). Let f * be the unit electrical s-t flow in G. Then
A corollary of Thomson's principle is the following intuitive result known as the Rayleigh's monotonicity principle.
Fact 2.2 (Rayleigh's monotonicity principle). The s-t effective resistance cannot increase if the resistance of an edge is decreased.
We will also use the following result to write a convex programming relaxation of our problem.
Fact 2.3 ([21])
. The s-t effective resistance is a convex function with respect to the conductance of the edges.
Convex Programming Algorithm
In this section, we analyze a convex programming relaxation for our problem. We first describe the convex program and prove a characterization of the optimal solutions in Section 3.1. We then present a randomized rounding algorithm using flow decomposition in Section 3.2, and show that it is a constant factor bicriteria approximation algorithm in Section 3.3. Then, we show how to convert the bicriteria approximation algorithm into a true approximation algorithm in Section 3.4, and how to modify the algorithm slightly to achieve a better approximation guarantee when the budget k is large in Section 3.5. Finally, we discuss the dual problem of minimizing the cost while satisfying the effective resistance constraint in Section 3.6.
Convex Programming Relaxation
The formulation is for the weighted problem, where each edge has a weight w e := 1/r e . We introduce a variable x e for each edge e to indicate whether e is chosen in our subgraph. Let
be the Laplacian matrix of the fractional solution x, and Reff x (s, t) be the s-t effective resistance of the graph with conductance x e w e on edge e ∈ E. The following is a natural convex programming relaxation for the problem.
This is an exact formulation if x e ∈ {0, 1} for all e ∈ E. The objective function is convex in x by Fact 2.3. The convex program can be solved in polynomial time by the ellipsoid method to inverse exponential accuracy, or by the techniques described in [2] to inverse polynomial accuracy, which are both sufficient for the rounding algorithm.
Integrality Gap Examples
We show some limitations of the convex program for general w e and c e . The following figure shows a simple example where the integrality gap is unbounded if the cost could be arbitrary. In this graph, the top path has length n−2 where each edge has cost 1/(n−2). The bottom path has two edges with cost 1. The resistance of each edge is 1, and the budget is k = 1. The integrality gap of this example is Ω(n). To see this, the integral solution can only afford the top path, and the effective resistance is n−2. However, the fractional solution can set x e = 1/2 for each of the two bottom edges, and the effective resistance of this fractional solution is 4.
The following figure shows another simple example where the integrality gap is unbounded if the edge costs are the same but the resistances could be arbitrary. In this example, the top path has length n−1 with each edge of resistance 1. The bottom path has only one edge with resistance R. All edges have cost 1 and the budget k = n−2. The integral solution can only afford the bottom path, with effective resistance R. The fractional solution can set x e = (n−2)/(n−1) for each edge in the top path, with effective resistance O(n). When R n, the integrality gap could be arbitrarily large.
Even in the unit-cost unit-resistance case, the integrality gap is unbounded if k is smaller than the s-t shortest path distance. Henceforth, in view of these observations we assume the following in the rest of this section. Assumption 3.1. We assume that c e = w e = r e = 1 for every edge e ∈ E, which is the setting of the s-t effective resistance network design problem, and the budget k is at least the shortest path distance d st between s and t in the input graph.
The integrality gap of the convex program is still at least two with Assumption 3.1. For a simple example, consider a graph with two vertex-disjoint s-t paths, each of length k/2 + 1, and the budget is k. Then the optimal integral value is k/2 + 1 while the optimal fractional value is close to k/4, and so the integrality gap gets arbitrarily close to two.
We will show that the integrality gap of the convex program is at most 8 with these assumptions. Note that just to connect s and t, then k must be at least the s-t shortest path distance. It is interesting that this small additional assumption could reduce the integrality gap from unbounded to a constant.
Characterization of Optimal Solutions
In the case c e = w e = r e = 1 for all edges e ∈ E, we will prove that the electrical flow f * supported in the optimal solution x * to (CP) satisfies a crucial property about the flow-conductance ratio f * e /x * e . Lemma 3.2 (Characterization of Optimal Solution). Let G = (V, E) be the input graph with c e = w e = 1 for all edges e ∈ E. Let x * : E → R ≥0 be an optimal solution to the convex program (CP). Let E F ⊆ E be the set of fractional edges with 0 < x * e < 1, and E I ⊆ E be the set of integral edges with x * e = 1. Let f * : E → R ≥0 be the undirected flow vector of the unit s-t electrical flow supported in x * . There exists α > 0 such that
∀e ∈ E F and f * e ≥ α ∀e ∈ E I .
Proof. By removing edges with x * e = 0, we can assume x * e > 0 for every e ∈ E. By removing isolated vertices, we can further assume that the nonzero edges form a connected graph. So, we can write Reff
where L x * has rank n − 1 and the null space of L x * is span( 1).
where J is the all-ones matrix. Using the fact that ∂A −1 = −A −1 (∂A)A −1 (see e.g. [36] ), we derive
where we used the assumption that w e = 1 for all e ∈ E. With this, we write down the KKT conditions for the convex program. Let µ be the dual variable for the budget constraint e∈E c e x * e ≤ k, and λ + e and λ − e be the dual variables for the upper bound x * e ≤ 1 and the nonnegative constraint x * e ≥ 0 respectively. The KKT conditions states if x * is an optimal solution to (CP), then there exist λ + , λ − and µ such that
(Primal feasibility)
where we used the assumption that c e = 1 for all e ∈ E. For an integral edge with x * e = 1, we have λ − e = 0 by the complementary slackness condition. Since λ + e ≥ 0, it follows from the Lagrangian optimality condition that (
For a fractional edge with 0 < x * e < 1, we have λ + e = λ − e = 0 by the complementary slackness condition, and therefore (b T e L † x * b st ) 2 = µ by the Lagrangian optimality condition. We can assume that µ > 0. Otherwise, µ = 0 implies that the flow on all fractional edges are zero, and so we can delete them from the graph without affecting the s-t effective resistance, and we have an integral solution.
Let ϕ be a potential vector of the electrical flow f * supported in x * . For an edge e = uv ∈ E,
where the first equality is by Ohm's law and the assumption that w uv = 1 for all uv ∈ E, and the second equality uses that L x * ϕ = b st as explained in Section 2.2. The lemma then follows from the above paragraph and writing µ as α 2 .
The flow-conductance ratio α will be crucial in the rounding algorithm and its analysis. The following lemma shows an upper bound on α using the budget k and the shortest path distance d st between s and t.
Lemma 3.3. Under the conditions in Assumption 3.1, it holds that
Proof. Let x * be an optimal solution to (CP), and f * be the unit s-t electrical flow supported in 
where the last equality holds since we can assume e∈E x * e = k for the optimal solution x * without loss of generality by Rayleigh's principle (or otherwise we have an integral optimal solution). The lemma follows by combining the upper bound and the lower bound.
Randomized Path-Rounding Algorithm
Our rounding algorithm uses the unit electrical flow f * supported in the optimal solution x * to construct an integral solution. The algorithm will first decompose the flow f * as a convex combination of flow paths, and then randomly choose the flow paths and return the union of the chosen flow paths as our solution.
The following lemma about flow decomposition is by the standard argument to remove one (fractional) flow path at a time, which holds for any unit directed acyclic s-t flow.
Lemma 3.4 (Flow Decomposition)
. Given a unit s-t electrical flow f , there is a polynomial time algorithm to find a set P of s-t paths with |P| ≤ |E| such that the undirected flow vector f : E → R ≥0 can be written as a convex combination of the characteristic vectors of the paths in P, i.e.
where χ p ∈ R |E| is the characteristic vector of the path p with one on each edge e ∈ p and zero otherwise.
With the flow decomposition, we are ready to present the rounding algorithm.
Randomized Path Rounding Algorithm 1. Let x * be an optimal solution to the convex program (CP). Let f * be the unit s-t electrical flow supported in x * . Let α be the flow-conductance ratio defined in Lemma 3.2.
2. Compute a flow decomposition P of f * as defined in Lemma 3.4.
3. For i from 1 to T := 1/α do
• Let P i be a random path from P where each path p ∈ P is sampled with probability v p .
Return the subgraph H formed by the edge set
The following lemma shows that the rounding algorithm will always return a non-empty subgraph.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose the input instance satisfies the conditions in Assumption 3.1. Let x * be an optimal solution to (CP) and α > 0 be the flow-conductance ratio as defined in Lemma 3.2. Then
Proof. Since we assumed that the budget k is at least the length d st of a shortest s-t path, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that α ≤ 1. This implies that
Bicriteria Approximation
The analysis of the approximation guarantee goes as follows. First, we show that the expected number of edge in the returned subgraph H is at most the budget k. Then, we prove that the expected effective resistance of the returned subgraph is at most two times that of the optimal fractional solution. Both of these steps use the flow-conductance ratio α crucially. These combine to show that the randomized path rounding algorithm is a constant factor bicriteria approximation algorithm.
Let x * be an optimal solution to (CP). Let E F and E I be the set of fractional edges and integral edges in x * . We assume that each edge e ∈ E I will be included in the subgraph H returned by the rounding algorithm. We focus on bounding the number of edges in E F that will be included in H.
Lemma 3.6 (Expected Budget). Let x * be an optimal solution to (CP) when w e = 1 for all edges e ∈ E. Let X e be an indicator variable of whether e is included in the returned subgraph H by the rounding algorithm, Then,
Proof. Note that an edge e is contained in P i with probability p∈P:p e v p . By the union bound, an edge e is included in the returned subgraph H by the rounding algorithm with probability
where the last equality holds by the property of the flow decomposition P of the electrical flow f * in Lemma 3.4.
By Lemma 3.2, f * e = αx * e for each fractional edge e ∈ E F , and this implies that
Therefore,
The key step is to show that E[Reff H (s, t)] ≤ 2Reff x * (s, t). To prove this, we construct a unit s-t flow F and show that E[E H (F )] ≤ 2Reff x * (s, t), and hence by Thomson's principle
To construct the flow F , the idea is to follow the ratio α in the fractional solution x * and send α units of flow on each path P i selected.
Lemma 3.7 (Expected Effective Resistance). Suppose the input instance satisfies the conditions in Assumption 3.1. Let x * be an optimal solution to (CP) and f * be the unit s-t electrical flow supported in x * . The expected s-t effective resistance of the subgraph H returned by the rounding algorithm is
Proof. Consider the undirected flow vector F : E → R ≥0 defined by sending α units of flow on each path P i chosen by the rounding algorithm, i.e. the random variable
We would like to upper bound the expected energy E H (F ) in order to upper bound Reff H (s, t).
Each P i is a random s-t path sampled from the flow decomposition P of the undirected flow vector f * : E → R ≥0 of the unit s-t electrical flow supported in x * , and χ P i ∈ R m is its characteristic vector with expected value
Since each edge in H is of conductance one, the expected energy of F in H is
As each path P i is sampled independently, for i = j,
For i = j,
where the last equality follows from the property of the flow decomposition in Lemma 3.4. Combining these two terms, it follows that
Thomson's principle states that the Reff H (s, t) is upper bounded by the energy of any one unit s-t flow. Note that F is an s-t flow of T α units, and T α > 0 by Lemma 3.5. Scaling F to a one unit s-t flow by dividing the flow on each edge by T α gives an upper bound on
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 3.2 that f * e /x * e ≥ α for every edge e ∈ E and also x * e ≤ 1 for every edge e ∈ E, and the last equality is from Thomson's principle that Reff x * (s, t) = E x * (f * ). Finally, notice that 1
Combining Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, it follows from a simple application of Markov's inequality that there is an outcome of the randomized path-rounding algorithm which uses at most 2k edges with s-t effective resistance at most 4Reff x * (s, t). In the following, we apply Markov's inequality more carefully to show that the success probability is at least Ω(α). In the next subsection, we will argue that α can be assumed to be Ω(1/m) and so the path-rounding algorithm is a randomized polynomial time algorithm.
Theorem 3.8 (Bicriteria Approximation). Suppose the input instance satisfies the conditions in Assumption 3.1. Let x * be an optimal solution to (CP). Given x * , the randomized path rounding algorithm will return a subgraph H with at most 2k edges and Reff H (s, t) ≤ 4Reff x * (s, t) with probability at least Ω(α).
Proof. First, we bound the probability that the subgraph H has more than 2k edges. Let X e be an indicator variable of whether the edge e is included in the returned subgraph H. Recall that E F and E I denote the set of fractional edges and integral edges in x * respectively. We assume pessimistically that all edges in E I will be included in the subgraph H returned by the rounding algorithm. Then, by Markov's inequality and Lemma 3.6,
where the last inequality is by e∈E F x * e ≤ k − |E I |. Next, we bound the probability that Reff H (s, t) > 4Reff x * (s, t). By Markov's inequality and Lemma 3.7,
where the last inequality is because T = 1/α ≤ 1/α.
To prove the lemma, it remains to show that
which follows from Lemma 3.5.
Constant Factor Approximation
We showed that the randomized path rounding algorithm is a bicriteria approximation algorithm. To achieve a true approximation algorithm, a natural idea is to scale down the budget from k to k/2 and apply the randomized path rounding algorithm. The following lemma takes care of the case of k/2 < d st , when the shortest path assumption does not hold after scaling, by showing that simply returning a shortest s-t path is already a good enough approximation.
Lemma 3.9. When the budget k is at least the length d st of a shortest s-t path, any s-t shortest path is a (k/d st )-approximate solution for the s-t effective resistance network design problem.
Proof
As P x is a series-parallel graph, we can compute Reff Px (s, t) directly. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d st , let E i be the set of parallel edges connecting u i−1 and u i in P x , and c i = e∈E i x e be the effective conductance between u i−1 and u i in P x . Then, by Fact 4.3,
x e ≤ e∈E x e ≤ k for any feasible solution x. Using CauchySchwarz inequality,
We are ready to prove our main approximation result.
Theorem 3.10. Suppose the input instance satisfies the conditions in Assumption 3.1. There is a polynomial time 8-approximation algorithm for the s-t effective resistance network design problem.
Proof. If the budget k ≤ 2d st , then Lemma 3.9 shows that simply returning an s-t shortest path would give a 2-approximation. Henceforth, we assume k ≥ 2d st .
Let opt(k) be the objective value of an optimal solution x * to the convex program (CP) with budget k, so Reff x * (s, t) = opt(k). As 
Given the original budget k ≥ 2d st , our algorithm is to find an optimal solution z * to (CP) with budget k/2 ≥ d st , and use the path-rounding algorithm with input z * to return a subgraph H. By Theorem 3.8, with probability Ω(α), the subgraph H satisfies
and so H is an 8-approximate solution to the s-t effective resistance network design problem.
Finally, we consider the time complexity of the algorithm. The number of iterations in the path rounding algorithm is O(1/α), and we need to run the path rounding algorithm O(1/α) times to boost the success probability to a constant. This is a randomized polynomial time algorithm when α = Ω(1/m).
In the following, we show that when α ≤ 1/(4m), it is easy to obtain a 2-approximate solution without running the path-rounding algorithm. Let x * be an optimal solution to (CP) with budget k, and f * be the unit s-t electrical flow supported in x * . Let P be the flow decomposition of f * as in Lemma 3.4. We call a path p ∈ P an integral path if every edge e ∈ p has x * e = 1; otherwise we call p a fractional path. When α ≤ 1/(4m), we simply return the union of all integral paths as our solution H. Clearly, H has at most k edges as it only contains integral edges. Next, we bound Reff H (s, t) by the energy of the flow supported in the integral paths. By Lemma 3.2, an edge e with x * e < 1 has f * e = αx * e < α ≤ 1/(4m). This implies that each fractional path p has v p ≤ 1/(4m). Since P has at most m paths (Lemma 3.4), the total flow in the fractional paths is at most 1/4, and thus the total flow in the integral paths is at least 3/4. By scaling the flow supported in the integral paths to a one unit s-t flow, we see that
To summarize, in all cases including k < 2d st and α ≤ 1/(4m), there is a polynomial time algorithm to return an 8-approximate solution to the s-t effective resistance network design problem.
We make two remarks about improvements of Theorem 3.10.
Remark 3.11 (Approximation Ratio). The analysis of the 8-approximation algorithm is not tight. By a more careful analysis of the expected energy in Lemma 3.7 and the short path idea used in the next subsection, we can show that the approximation guarantee of the same algorithm in Theorem 3.10 is less than 5. However, the analysis is quite involved and not very insightful, so we have decided to omit those details and only keep the current analysis.
Remark 3.12 (Deterministic Algorithm). Using the standard pessimistic estimator technique, we can derandomize the path-rounding algorithm to obtain a deterministic 8-approximation algorithm.
The analysis is standard and we omit the details that would take a few pages.
The Large Budget Case
In this subsection, we show how to modify the algorithm in Theorem 3.10 to achieve a better approximation ratio when the budget is much larger than the s-t shortest path distance.
The observation is that when k d st , then α is small by Lemma 3.3, and so there are many iterations in the path-rounding algorithm. Since each iteration is independent, we can use ChernoffHoeffding's bound to prove a stronger bound on the probability that the number of edges in the returned solution is significantly more than k (which outperforms the bound proved in Lemma 3.6 using Markov's inequality). We can then show that the expected s-t effective resistance is close to two times the optimal value by arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 3.7.
Modified Rounding Algorithm
For our analysis, we slightly modify the path-rounding algorithm to ignore "long" paths in the flow decomposition, so that we have a worst case bound to apply Chernoff-Hoeffding's bound. Unlike the flow decomposition in Lemma 3.4, the short path flow decomposition definition is specific to the electrical flow of an optimal solution to (CP). In the following definition, c is a parameter which will be set to be 1/ε > 1 to achieve a (2 + O(ε))-approximation.
Definition 3.13 (Short Path Decomposition of Electrical Flow of Optimal Solution)
. Let x * be an optimal solution to the convex program (CP). Let f * be the unit s-t electrical flow supported in x * . Let α be the flow-conductance ratio defined in Lemma 3.2.
Let P * be a flow decomposition of f * as defined in Lemma 3.4. Let x * F := e∈E F x * e be the total fractional value on the fractional edges E F in the optimal solution x * .
We call a path p ∈ P * a long path if p has at least cαx * F edges in E F , i.e. |p ∩ E F | ≥ cαx * F . Otherwise we call a path p ∈ P * a short path.
Let P := {p ∈ P * | p is a short path} be the collection of short paths in P * . Let f P := p∈P v p χ p be the s-t flow defined by the short paths, and v P := p∈P v p be the total flow value of f P .
The modified algorithm is very similar to the randomized path-rounding algorithm in Section 3.3. The only difference is that we only sample the paths in the short path flow decomposition in Definition 3.13, and we adjust the sampling probability of a path p to v p /v P so that the sum is one.
Randomized Short Path Rounding Algorithm 1. Let x * be an optimal solution to the convex program (CP). Let f * be the unit s-t electrical flow supported in x * . Let α be the flow-conductance ratio defined in Lemma 3.2.
2. Compute a short path flow decomposition P of f * as described in Definition 3.13.
For i from 1 to T = 1/α do
• Let P i be a random path from P where each path p ∈ P is sampled with probability v p /v P .
Return the subgraph H formed by the edge set
The following simple lemma shows that the total flow on the long paths is negligible when c is large, which will be useful in the analysis.
Lemma 3.14. For the short path flow decomposition in Definition 3.13,
Proof. Using αx * e = f * e for e ∈ E F from Lemma 3.2 and the properties of the flow decomposition P * of f * in Lemma 3.4,
where the last inequality is by the definition of long paths and the last equality is because f * is a unit s-t flow.
Analysis of Approximation Guarantee
First, we consider the expected s-t effective resistance of the returned subgraph H. For intuition, we can think of the modified rounding algorithm as applying the rounding algorithm in the scaled flow f P /v P , and so it should follow from Lemma 3.7 that
which will be at most (2 + O(ε))Reff x * (s, t) when c = 1/ε from Lemma 3.14.
We cannot directly apply Lemma 3.7 as stated, as the flow f P does not satisfy the flow-conductance ratio α in Lemma 3.2, but essentially the same proof will work to get the same conclusion (but not exactly the same intermediate step).
Lemma 3.15. Suppose the input instance satisfies the conditions in Assumption 3.1. Let x * be an optimal solution to (CP) and f * be the unit s-t electrical flow supported in x * . The expected s-t effective resistance of the subgraph H returned by the randomized short path rounding algorithm is
where P is the short path flow decomposition of f * as described in Definition 3.13.
The main difference of the analysis is to apply the following Hoeffding's inequality (instead of Markov's inequality) to bound the probability that the returned subgraph has significantly more than k edges. 
Lemma 3.17. Suppose the input instance satisfies the conditions in Assumption 3.1. Let x * be an optimal solution to (CP) and f * be the unit s-t electrical flow supported in x * . Let H be the subgraph returned by the randomized short path rounding algorithm given x * as input, and |E(H)| be the number of edges in H. Then, for any δ > 0,
where c is the parameter in the short path flow decomposition in Definition 3.13 and α is the flow-conductance ratio of f * and x * as defined in Lemma 3.2.
Proof. As in Lemma 3.6, we assume pessimistically that all integral edges E I will be included in H, and so we focus on the fractional edges E F . Let X i,e be the indicator variable of whether the edge e is sampled in the i-th iteration of the short path rounding algorithm, and X i,F := e∈E F X i,e be the total number of fractional edges sampled in the i-th iteration. Let X F be the total number of fractional edges in H. Note that X F ≤ T i=1 X i,F , since if some fractional edge was sampled in different iterations, we only count it once in X F . By linearity of expectation,
Let P * be the flow path decomposition of f * in Lemma 3.4, and P be the short path flow decomposition of f * as described in Definition 3.13. For an edge e, recall that (f P ) e := p∈P:p e v p is the total flow value on e from the short paths in P. As we scaled the probability of each path by 1/v P in the rounding algorithm, the probability that edge e is sampled in the i-th iteration is (f P ) e /v P . Let f e := f * e − (f P ) e be the total flow value on e from the long paths in P * − P. The expected value of X i,F is
By the definition of the long paths,
where we recall that x * F = e∈E F x * e . Therefore,
where the last inequality uses that v P ≤ 1 and c > 1. It follows that E[X F ] ≤ T αx * F ≤ x * F . As each iteration is independent, the random variables X i,F for 1 ≤ i ≤ T are independent. Since we only use short paths, the maximum value of each X i,F is at most cαx * F . So we can apply Hoeffding's inequality to show that
Let X I be the total number of integral edges in H. As X I ≤ |E I |, we conclude that
As in Section 3.3, we can combine Lemma 3.17 and Lemma 3.15 to show that the randomized short path rounding algorithm is a bicriteria approximation algorithm.
Theorem 3.18. Suppose the input instance satisfies the conditions in Assumption 3.1. Suppose further that k ≥ d st /ε 10 , where ε > 0 is an error parameter satisfying ε ≤ η for a small constant η. Let x * be an optimal solution to (CP). Given x * , the randomized short path rounding algorithm with c = 1/ε will return a subgraph H with at most (1 + ε)k edges and Reff H (s, t) ≤ (2 + 10ε) · Reff x * (s, t) with probability at least ε.
Proof. The additional assumption k ≥ d st /ε 10 implies that α ≤ ε 5 by Lemma 3.3.
Setting c = 1/ε and δ = ε, it follows from Lemma 3.17 that
where the last inequality holds for ε > 0.
Since c = 1/ε, Lemma 3.14 implies that v P ≥ 1 − ε for the short path flow decomposition in Definition 3.13. Using Markov's inequality and Lemma 3.15, for sufficiently small ε we have
Therefore, with probability at least ε, the subgraph H returned by the randomized short path rounding algorithm satisfies both properties.
Using the same arguments as in Section 3.4, we can turn the above bicriteria approximation algorithm into a true approximation algorithm.
Theorem 3.19. Suppose the input instance satisfies the conditions in Assumption 3.1. Suppose further that k ≥ 2d st /ε 10 , where ε > 0 is an error parameter satisfying ε ≤ η for a small constant η. There is a polynomial time (2 + O(ε))-approximation algorithm for the s-t effective resistance network design problem.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.10, we apply the bicriteria approximation algorithm in Theorem 3.18 with input x * , an optimal solution to (CP) with the scaled-down budget k/(1 + ε), to return a subgraph H. As the new budget k/(1 + ε) is still greater than d st /ε 10 , by Theorem 3.18, with probability at least ε the subgraph H satisfies |E(H)| ≤ (1 + ε)k/(1 + ε) = k and
where we used the notations and arguments in Theorem 3.10.
For the time complexity, note that α ≤ ε 5 by Lemma 3.3 and the large budget assumption, and so we can assume that ε 5 ≥ α ≥ 1/(4m), as otherwise there is a simple 2-approximation algorithm in the case α ≤ 1/(4m) described in Theorem 3.10. Therefore, the success probability can be boosted to a constant in polynomial number of executions of the bicriteria algorithm in Theorem 3.18.
Cost Minimization with s-t Effective Resistance Constraint
In this subsection, we consider a "dual" problem of the s-t effective resistance minimization problem.
In the dual problem, we are given a graph G = (V, E) and a target effective resistance R, and the objective is to find a subgraph H of minimum number of edges such that Reff H (s, t) ≤ R. The same NP-hardness proof in Section 5.1 can be used to show that the dual problem is NP-complete.
Using the same techniques for the s-t effective resistance minimization problem, we can obtain a constant factor bicriteria approximation algorithm for this problem. As the proofs are very similar, we will just state the results and highlight the differences. The main difference is that the convex program has unbounded integrality gap, and as a consequence we cannot turn the bicriteria approximation algorithm into a true approximation algorithm as in the s-t effective resistance network design problem. Using the same technique as in Theorem 3.10, however, we can return an 8-approximation to the optimal number of edges without violating the effective resistance constraint, if we are allowed to buy up to four copies of the same edge (see Theorem 3.20).
Convex Programming Relaxation
We consider the following natural convex programming relaxation for the dual problem.
∀e ∈ E.
(DCP)
Integrality Gap Examples
Unlike the s-t effective resistance network design problem, the convex program (DCP) has unbounded integrality gap. Consider the following example in Figure 3 .3, where the top path has length n − 1, and the bottom path has only one edge. The target effective resistance is R = (n − 1) 2 /((n − 1) 2 + ε) for some constant ε > 0. Since R < 1, to satisfy the effective resistance constraint, any integral solution must contain both paths and thus has cost n. However, the fractional solution can set x e = ε/(n−1) for each edge in the top path and set x e = 1 for the bottom edge. It can be checked that this fractional solution satisfies the constraint, and the total cost is 1+ε. Therefore, the integrality gap of this example is Ω(n). 
Optimal Solutions
Although the convex program (DCP) has a large integrality gap, the same rounding technique can be used to obtain a constant factor bicriteria approximation algorithm. Exactly the same characterization of the optimality conditions as in the s-t effective resistance network design problem holds, such that any optimal solution satisfies the flow-conductance ratio α > 0 as described in Lemma 3.2.
Analogous to Lemma 3.3, we can prove an upper bound on α that
Analogous to Lemma 3.9, we can prove a lower bound on any optimal solution x that
We can assume that R < d st , as otherwise a shortest s-t path is an optimal solution, and so we can assume that 0 < α < 1.
Rounding Algorithm
The rounding algorithm is exactly the same as in Section 3.3. The same proofs as in Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7 will imply that, with probability Ω(α), the subgraph H returned by the randomized path rounding algorithm satisfies
where x * is an optimal solution to (DCP) and so |E(H)| ≤ 2opt. The same lower bound on α = Ω(1/m) as described in Theorem 3.10 applies, and so this is a randomized polynomial time algorithm.
An Alternative Bicriteria Approximation Algorithm
In the s-t effective resistance network design problem, we turn a bicriteria approximation algorithm into a true approximation algorithm, by scaling down the budget k by a factor of two and running the bicriteria approximation algorithm. For the proof, we argue opt(k/2) ≤ 2 · opt(k) by scaling down an optimal solution x * with budget k to a solution x * /2 with budget k/2.
In the dual problem, we can also try a similar approach, by scaling down the target effective resistance R by a factor of 4 and run the bicriteria approximation algorithm. However, we cannot argue that opt(R/4) ≤ 4 · opt(R), as an optimal solution x * with effective resistance R may not be able to scale up to 4x * with effective resistance R/4 because of the capacity constraints 0 ≤ x e ≤ 1 for e ∈ E. This approach would work if we are allowed to violate the capacity constraint by a factor of 4.
Theorem 3.20. Given an weighted input graph G = (V, E), there is a polynomial time algorithm for the dual problem which returns a multi-subgraph H with |E(H)| ≤ 8opt and Reff H (s, t) ≤ R where there are at most 4 parallel copies of each edge.
Dynamic Programming Algorithms for Series-Parallel Graphs
In this section, we will present the dynamic programming algorithms for solving the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem on series-parallel graphs. We first review the definitions of series-parallel graphs in Section 4.1. Then, we present the exact algorithm in Theorem 1.8 when every edge has the same cost in Section 4.2, and the fully polynomial time approximation scheme in Theorem 1.8 in Section 4.3.
Series-Parallel Graphs
Definition 4.1 (two-terminal series-parallel graph). A two-terminal series-parallel graph (SP graph) is a graph with two distinguished vertices (the source s and the target t) that can be constructed recursively as follows:
• Base case: A single edge (s, t)
• Compose step: If G 1 and G 2 are two series parallel graphs with source s i and target t i (i = 1, 2), then we can combine them in two ways:
-Series-composition: We identify t 1 with s 2 as the same vertex, the source of the new graph is s 1 and the target is t 2 .
-Parallel-composition: We identify s 1 with s 2 as the same vertex and t 1 with t 2 as the same vertex, the new source is s 1 = s 2 and the new target is t 1 = t 2 .
Given the sequence of steps of constructing a series-parallel graph G, we can define a tree T (SPtree) as follows.
Definition 4.2 (SP-tree).
• Leaf node: If G is a single edge, then T is a single node containing the edge.
• Recurse step: G is either a series-composition (S) or a parallel-composition (P) of G 1 and G 2 , then T is a S-node (P-node) containing G, and its children are roots of the SP-trees of G 1 and G 2 . For a tree node v in a SP-tree T , let G v be the subgraph that v represents, s v , t v be the two terminals of G v , and v l , v r be its left and right child if v is an internal node. Note that the SP-tree is a fully binary tree with 2m−1 nodes.
Given a two-terminal SP graph, the corresponding SP-tree can be computed in O(n+m) time. The linear time SP-graph recognition algorithm in [41] will give us the construction sequence of G, and we can build the SP-tree bottom-up.
Exact Algorithm for Unit-Cost
The following fact shows that the weighted s-t effective resistance can be computed easily from the SP-tree. -parallel network) . Let G be a two-terminal SP graph and each edge e has a non-negative resistance r e . Let T be the corresponding SP-tree. For every tree node v, we can compute the source-target effective resistance as follows.
Leaf node: Reff Gv (s v , t v ) = r e if v is a leaf node with a single edge e.
S-node: Reff
We design the dynamic programming algorithm by defining the subproblems using the SP-tree T . For every tree node v and b = 0, 1 . . . k, we define the subproblem
Since we assume that every edge e has cost c e = 1, there are at most 2mk subproblems, as the SP-tree has at most 2m nodes and there are at most k possibilities for the cost of a subgraph.
It follows from the definition that R(v root , k) would be the optimal s-t effective resistance for our problem. To compute R(v, b), with Fact 4.3, we can use the following recurrence which exhausts all possible distributions of the budget among the two children:
if v is a leaf node and b ≥ c e min
As there are O(mk) subproblems and each subproblem can be computed in O(k) time, the time complexity of this dynamic programming algorithm is O(mk 2 ).
Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme
In this subsection, we use dynamic programming to design a fully polynomial time approximation scheme to prove Theorem 1.8. In the previous subsection, we assume that every edge has the same cost to obtain an exact algorithm, by having a bounded number of subproblems in dynamic programming. When the cost could be arbitrary, the number of subproblems can no longer be bounded by a polynomial. Since the cost constraint must be satisfied, we do not change the cost of the edges, but instead discretize the resistance of the edges and optimize over the cost. We show that this gives an arbitrarily good approximation provided that the discretization is fine enough.
Rescaling: First, by rescaling we assume that min e r e = 1 and max e r e = U in G. Let m = |E| and L = ε/m 2 where ε > 0 is the error in the approximation guarantee. We further rescale the resistance by setting r e ← r e /L. This rescaling ensures that for any subgraph of G in which s-t is connected, the s-t effective resistance is upper bounded by U m/L (when all the edges are in series) and is lower bounded by 1/(mL) (when all the edges are in parallel).
Subproblems and Recurrence: Let T be the SP-tree of G and let v root be the root of T . We define two similar sets of subproblems. For every tree node v and a value R ∈ [1/(mL), U m/L], we define the subproblem
Similar to the reasoning in the previous subsection, the subproblems satisfy the following recurrence relation:
c e if v is a leaf node with a single edge e and R ≥ r e ∞ if v is a leaf node with a single edge e and R < r e min
Discretized subproblems: We cannot use dynamic programming to solve the above recurrence relation efficiently as there are unbounded number of subproblems. Instead, we use dynamic programming to compute the solution of all the "discretized" subproblems using the same recurrence relation. For every integer R from 1/(mL) to U m/L , we define
We can think of C(v, R) as the minimum cost required to select a subset of edges such that the effective resistance between s v and t v is at most R, when the effective resistance is rounded up to an integer during each step of the computation in the recurrence relation.
Algorithm and Complexity:
After computing all C(v, R), the algorithm will return
as the approximate minimum s-t effective resistance. Given a tree node v, by trying all possible integral values of R 1 and R 2 , we can compute the values of
time. Therefore, the total running time of computing all
To output the optimal edge set, we can store the optimal values of R 1 , R 2 for each pair of (v, R) to reconstruct the edge set.
Correctness and Approximation Guarantee: Since we have not changed the edge cost, the solution returned by the algorithm will have total cost at most k. It remains to show that the s-t effective resistance is at most (1 + ε) times the optimal s-t effective resistance. For every tree node v and every b ∈ [0, k], we define
It follows from the definitions that the optimal s-t effective resistance is R(v root , k), and the output of our algorithm will be R(v root , k). The following lemma establishes the approximation guarantee.
Lemma 4.4. For every tree node v and for every b ∈ [0, k], it holds that
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the tree node of the SP-tree.
Base Case: Suppose v is a leaf node of T and G v is a graph of a single edge e.
• For b < c e , we have R(v, b) = R(v, b) = ∞.
• For b ≥ c e , we have R(v, b) = r e and R(v, b) = r e ≤ r e + 1 = r e + ε m
where the second inequality uses the fact that every resistance is at least 1/(mL), and the last equality uses |E(G v )| = 1 and r e = R(v, b).
S-node:
Suppose v is a S-node. For every b ∈ [0, k], we have
where the first inequality follows from the induction hypothesis, and the second inequality follows from the fact that max(|E(
P-node: Suppose v is a P-node. For every b ∈ [0, B], we have
where the first inequality follows from the induction hypothesis and the fact that max(|E(
, and the last inequality holds as the minimum resistance of any subgraph is at least 1/(mL).
Therefore, the lemma follows by induction on the SP-tree.
By substituting v = v root and b = k, we have
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.8.
Hardness Results
In this section, we first prove that the s-t effective resistance network design problem is NP-hard in Section 5.1. Then, we prove that the weighted problem is APX-hard assuming the small-set expansion conjecture in Section 5.2.
NP-Hardness
We will prove Theorem 1.2 in this subsection. The following is the decision version of the problem.
Problem 5.1 (s-t effective resistance network design).
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E), two vertices s, t ∈ V , and two parameters k and R.
Question: Does there exist a subgraph H of G with at most k edges and Reff H (s, t) ≤ R?
We will show that this problem is NP-complete by a reduction from the 3-Dimensional Matching (3DM) problem. We construct a graph G = (V, E) as follows:
Vertex Set: The vertex set V is the disjoint union of five sets {s}, {t}, V A , V B , and D. Each vertex in V A corresponds to a triple in T , that is
there are totally τ + 3q + 2 + τ (3τ + 3q) vertices in G, which is polynomial in the input size of the 3DM instance.
Edge Set: The edge set E is the disjoint union of three edge sets F 1 , F 2 and P . There are 3τ edges in F 1 , where we have three edges (T, x a ), (T, y b ) and (T, z c ) for each triple T = (x a , y b , z c ) ∈ T . There are 3q edges in F 2 , where there is an edge from each vertex in V B to t. There are τ (l + 1) edges in P , where there is a path
So, there are totally 3τ + 3q + τ (3τ + 3q + 1) edges in E, which is polynomial in the input size of the 3DM instance.
The following claim completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 5.3. Let k = q(l + 1) + 3τ + 3q and R = (3(l + 1) + 2)/3q. The 3DM instance has q disjoint triples if and only if the graph G has a subgraph H with at most k edges and Reff H (s, t) ≤ R.
Proof. One direction is easy. If there are q disjoint triples in the 3DM instance, say {T 1 , . . . , T q }, then H will consist of the q paths P 1 , . . . , P q , the 3q edges in F 1 incident on T 1 , . . . , T q , and all the 3q edges in F 2 . There are (l + 1)q + 3q + 3q ≤ k edges in H, and Reff H (s, t) = (l + 1)/q + 1/3q + 1/3q = (3(l + 1) + 2)/3q = R, as in the graph in Figure 5 .6.
The other direction is more interesting. If there do not exist q disjoint triples in the 3DM instance, then we need to argue that Reff H (s, t) > R for any H with at most k edges. First, note that k < (q + 1)(l + 1), and so the budget is not enough for us to buy more than q paths. As it is useless to buy only a proper subset of a path, we can thus assume that H consists of q paths and all the edges in F 1 , F 2 . H has a total of exactly q(l + 1) + 3τ + 3q = k edges. For any such H, we will argue that Reff H (s, t) > R. Without loss of generality, assume that H consists of P 1 , . . . , P q and all edges in F 1 and F 2 . As T 1 , . . . , T q are not disjoint, there are some vertices in V B that are not neighbors of T 1 ∪ . . . ∪ T q . Call those vertices U .
We consider the following modifications of H to obtain H , and use Reff H (s, t) to lower bound Reff H (s, t). For every pair of vertices in V B , we add an edge of zero resistance. For each edge incident on T q+1 , . . . , T τ , we decrease its resistance to zero. By the monotonicity principle, the modifications will not increase the s-t effective resistance, as we either add edges with zero resistance or decrease the resistance of existing edges. The modifications are equivalent to contracting the vertices with zero resistance edges in between, and so H is equivalent to the graph in Figure 5 .6. Therefore, we have Reff H (s, t) ≥ Reff H (s, t) ≥ R. The subgraph H when the 3DM instance has q disjoint triples.
We will prove that one of the inequalities in Reff H (s, t) ≥ Reff H (s, t) ≥ R must be strict when U = ∅ (Figure 5.7) . To argue the strict inequality, we look at the unit s-t electrical flow f in H and consider two cases.
• If there exists some vertex u ∈ U with no incoming electrical flow, then we can delete such a vertex without changing Reff H (s, t). But then in the modified graph H , the number of parallel edges to t is now strictly smaller than 3q, and therefore Reff H (s, t) > R.
• If there exists some vertex u ∈ U with some incoming electrical flow, then f (T j u) > 0 for some j ≥ q + 1. Since we have decreased the resistance of such an edge T j u to 0, the energy The subgraph H when U is non-empty.
of f in H is strictly smaller than the energy of f in H. By Thomson's principle, we have
Since the 3DM instance has no q disjoint triples, it follows that U = ∅ and thus one of the above two cases must apply. In either case, we have Reff H (s, t) > R and this completes the proof of the other direction.
Improved Hardness Assuming Small-Set Expansion Conjecture
In this subsection, we will prove Theorem 1.6 that it is NP-hard to approximate the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem within a factor smaller than 2. First, we will state the small-set expansion conjecture and its variant on bipartite graphs, and present an overview of the proof in Section 5.2.1. Next, we will reduce the bipartite small-set expansion problem to the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem in Section 5.2.2, and then reduce the smallset expansion problem to the bipartite small-set expansion problem in Section 5.2.3 to complete the proof.
The Small-Set Expansion Conjecture and Proof Overview
The gap small-set expansion problem is formulated by Raghavendra and Steurer [37] . We use the version stated in [38] .
Definition 5.4 (Gap Small-Set Expansion Problem [37, 38] ). Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), two parameters 0 < β < α < 1 and δ > 0, the (α, β)-gap δ-small-set expansion problem, denoted by SSE δ (α, β), is to distinguish between the following two cases.
• Yes: There exists a subset S ⊆ V with vol(S) = δ vol(V ) and φ(S) ≤ β.
• No: Every subset S ⊆ V with vol(S) = δ vol(V ) has φ(S) ≥ α.
It is conjectured in [37] that the gap small-set expansion problem becomes harder when δ becomes smaller.
Conjecture 5.5 (Small-Set Expansion Conjecture [37, 38] ). For any ε ∈ (0, 1 2 ), there exists sufficiently small δ > 0 such that SSE δ (1 − ε, ε) is NP-hard even for regular graphs.
It is known that the small-set expansion conjecture implies the Unique Game conjecture [37] and is equivalent to some variant of the Unique Game Conjecture [38] .
We will show the SSE-hardness of the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem in two steps, and use the small-set expansion problem on regular bipartite graphs as an intermediate problem.
Proposition 5.6. For any ε > 0, there is a polynomial time reduction from SSE δ (1 − ε, ε) on d-regular graphs to SSE δ (1 − 16ε, ε) on d-regular bipartite graphs.
Proposition 5.7. Given an instance of SSE δ (α, β) on a d-regular bipartite graph B, there is a polynomial time algorithm to construct an instance of the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem with graph G and cost budget k satisfying the following properties.
• If B is a Yes-instance, then there is a subgraph H of G with cost at most k and
• if B is a No-instance, then every subgraph H of G with cost at most k has
. Theorem 1.6 will follow immediately from the two propositions.
Theorem 5.8. For any ε > 0, it is NP-hard to approximate the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem to within a factor of 2 − ε , assuming that SSE δ (1 − ε, ε) is NP-hard on regular graphs for sufficiently small ε > 0.
Proof. First, given a d-regular instance of SSE δ (1 − ε, ε), we apply Proposition 5.6 to obtain a dregular bipartite instance of SSE δ (1 − 16ε, ε) . Then, we apply Proposition 5.7 with α = 1 − 16ε and β = ε and see that the ratio between the s-t effective resistance of the No-case and the Yes-case is at least
for sufficiently small ε.
We will prove Proposition 5.7 in Section 5.2.2 and Proposition 5.6 in Section 5.2.3.
From Bipartite Small-Set Expansion to weighted s-t Effective Resistance Network Design
We prove Proposition 5.7 in this subsection. In the Yes-case of bipartite SSE, we use the small dense subgraph (from the small low conductance set) to construct a small subgraph with small s-t effective resistance. In the No-case of bipartite SSE, we argue that every small subgraph has considerably larger s-t effective resistance.
. . .
. . . Figure 5 .8: Reduction from bipartite small set expansion to weighted s-t effective resistance network design.
Construction: Given an SSE δ (α, β) instance with a d-regular bipartite graph B = (V X , V Y ; E B ), we construct an instance of the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem with graph G = (V, E) as follows. See Figure 5 .8 for an illustration.
Vertex Set: The vertex set V of G is simply the disjoint union of {s}, V X , V Y , {t}.
Edge Set: The edge set E of G is the disjoint union of three edge sets E s , E B , E t . The edge set E s has |V X | edges, where there is an edge from s to each vertex v ∈ V X . The edge set E t has |V Y | edges, where there is an edge from each vertex v ∈ V Y to t.
Costs and Resistances:
Every edge e in E B has c e = 0 and r e = 1. Every edge e ∈ E s ∪ E t has c e = 1 and r e = 0.
Yes-case: Suppose B is a Yes-instance of SSE δ (α, β). Since B is regular, there exist subsets
We construct the subgraph H of G as follows. 
Subgraph H:
The subgraph H includes all the edges from s to X, all the edges from X to Y , and all the edges from Y to t. Since edges from X to Y are of cost zero, the total cost in H is equal to |X| + |Y | = k.
The following claim will complete the proof of the first item of Proposition 5.7.
Proof. Since B is a d-regular bipartite graph, we have
where E B (X, Y ) denotes the set of edges with one endpoint in X and one endpoint in Y . Since
Hence, the number of edges between X and Y is
In terms of s-t effective resistance, H is equivalent to the graph in Figure 5 .9, where Z = (V X \X) ∪ (V Y \Y ) is the set of vertices not in X and Y . Since the edges from s to X and from Y to t have zero resistance and edges between X and Y have resistance one, we have Reff H (s, t) ≤ 2/((1−β)dk).
No-case: We will prove the second item of Proposition 5.7 by arguing that every subgraph of B with total cost at most k has considerably larger s-t effective resistance. Since all the edges between V X and V Y have zero cost and adding edges never increases s-t effective resistance (by Rayleigh's monotonicity principle), we can assume without loss of generality that any solution H to the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem takes all edges between V X and V Y and also takes exactly k edges from E s ∪ E t . Consider an arbitrary subgraph H with the above properties. Let X ⊆ V X be the set of neighbors of s and Y ⊆ V Y be the set of neighbors of t, with |X|+|Y | = k. Let φ := φ B (X ∪Y ). Note that φ ≥ α as we are in the No-case where φ B (X ∪Y ) ≥ α for every |X ∪ Y | = k. Using the same calculation as above, we have
The subgraph H is shown in Figure 5 .10, where Z = (V X \X) ∪ (V Y \Y ) is the set of vertices not in X and Y , and the edges within Z are not shown. To obtain H from H, we simply identify the three subsets of vertices X, Y, Z to three vertices, which is equivalent to adding a clique of zero resistance edges to each of these three subsets. By Rayleigh's monotonicity principle, this could only decrease the s-t effective resistance and so we have Reff H (s, t) ≥ Reff H (s, t).
In terms of s-t effective resistance, the subgraph H is equivalent to the graph with two paths between X and Y (with parallel edges): one path P 1 of length one with |E B (X, Y )| parallel edges between X and Y , another path P 2 of length two with |E B (X, Z)| parallel edges between X and Z and |E B (Z, Y )| parallel edges between Z and Y . To lower bound Reff H (s, t), we lower bound the resistance of P 1 and P 2 , denoted by r(P 1 ) and r(P 2 ). Note that r(P 1 ) = 1 E B (X, Y ) = 2 (1 − φ)dk . Remark 5.10. In this subsection, we show the hardness of the weighted s-t effective resistance network design problem, when the edge cost and the edge resistance could be arbitrary. Using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, the reduction can be modified to the unit-cost case if we replace the edges from s to V X and V Y to t by sufficiently long paths (so that the cost of connecting s to a vertex in V X is much larger than the cost of connecting a vertex in V X to a vertex in V Y ). Therefore, the same (2 − ε)-SSE-hardness also holds in the case when every edge has the same cost. To lower bound φ B (X∪Y ), we will upper bound |E B (X, Y )|. We partition X into groups X 1 , . . . , X a where every group except the last group is of size δ|V |/2 and the last group is of size at most δ|V |/2. We partition Y into groups Y 1 , . . . , Y b in a similar way. The following claim uses the small-set expansion property in G to show that there is no small dense subset in B.
Lemma 5.11. Suppose G is a No-instance of SSE δ (1 − ε, ε). Then, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ a and
Proof. We first argue that there is no small dense subset in G, and then we will use it to bound |E B (X i , Y j )|. Suppose S ⊆ V with |S| = δ|V |. As G is a No-instance, we know that φ G (S) ≥ 1 − ε and thus |δ G (S)| ≥ (1 − ε) vol G (S) = (1 − ε)d|S|. Since d|S| = vol G (S) = |δ G (S)| + 2|E G (S, S)|, it follows that |E G (S, S)| ≤ εd|S|/2 = εδd|V |/2. Note that this also implies trivially that |E G (Z, Z)| ≤ εδd|V |/2 for any Z with |Z| ≤ δ|V |.
Given X i and Y j , let Z := {v ∈ G | v X ∈ X i or v Y ∈ Y j }. In words, Z is the set of vertices in G which have at least one copy in X i ∪ Y j in B. Since each X i and Y j is of size at most δ|V |/2, it follows that |Z| ≤ δ|V |. Also, note that |E B (X i , Y j )| ≤ 2|E G (Z, Z)|, as each edge in E B (X i , Y j ) corresponds to one edge in E G (Z, Z) while each edge in E G (Z, Z) is corresponded to at most two edges in E B (X i , Y j ). Therefore, we can apply the bound in the previous paragraph to conclude that |E(X i , Y j )| ≤ 2|E G (Z, Z)| ≤ εδd|V |.
We now use the lemma to bound |E B (X, Y )|. Since |X| + |Y | = 2δ|V |, it follows that a ≤ 4 and b ≤ 4, and therefore
As B is bipartite,
Therefore, we have
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.6. We remark that a more careful argument gives |E B (X, Y )| ≤ 6εδd|V | and thus φ B (X ∪ Y ) ≥ 1 − 6ε, but this constant does not matter for the proof of Theorem 5.8.
Concluding Remarks
We have formulated a new and natural network design problem and presented some hardness and algorithmic results. It opens up a number of interesting problems to be studied.
1. For the s-t effective resistance network design problem, we conjecture that the integrality gap of the convex program is exactly two. As mentioned in Remark 3.11, the analysis of the 8-approximation is not tight, and we can show that the same algorithm achieves an approximation ratio strictly smaller than 5. It would be good to close the gap completely.
2. The weighted case of arbitrary costs and arbitrary resistances is wide open. It will be interesting if there are stronger convex programming relaxations for the problem (perhaps adding some knapsack constraint as suggested by the dynamic programming algorithms for seriesparallel graphs).
3. As in survivable network design, one could study the general problem when there are multiple source-sink pairs and each pair has a different effective resistance requirement. It will be very interesting if it is still possible to achieve a constant factor approximation in this general setting.
4. An interesting intermediate problem is to find a minimum cost network so that the maximum effective resistance over pairs (the resistance diameter) is minimized. This is an analog of the global connectivity problem in traditional network design.
A more open-ended direction is to unify and extend the techniques for network design problems with spectral requirements.
